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	Dreaming is an integral part of the cyclical structure of cognized reality.The authors wish to thank Deborah Jay Hillman and Pat Kolarik for their useful editorial feedback.  It is as essential to cognition as is thinking itself.  Dreaming is, in fact, an aspect of thinking, without which what we normally associate with "thinking" becomes sterile, habitual, and distorted.  Dreaming acts as a psychic glue to hold the thought system together and enrich it with the capacity for expansion and development.  Dreaming is part of the infrastructure of the edifice of thought -- so much so that in order to understand the function of dreaming we must develop a broader understanding about the organization and operation of consciousness and the brain.  An exploration of the context of dreaming within the cycles of cognition will lead us to see that the function of dreaming is at the same time neurobiological and symbolic.

THE COGNIZED ENVIRONMENT
	Reality as we come to know it is a cognized entity and is formally constrained in its nature by the internal structures of the perceiving organism.  Both the external world and the self, as we know them, are essentially symbolic models.When we speak of a model, we do not refer either to an ideal type or a description of a theory.  A model is an actual organization of tissue the function of which is to constitute some aspect or aspects of the world before the mind (see Davis et al. 1988).  These models exist within the immensely intricate organization of the fibers comprising our nervous system, especially within the cerebral cortex.The cortex is the phylogenetically newest part of the nervous system and forms a corrugated layer of tissue on the top of the brain.  We agree with Doty (1975) that conscious processing is largely a cortical function.  This system enters the world with an evolutionarily evolved basic structure, its components varying in their degree of openness or closedness to growth and modification.  The nervous system is an organ within the developing cellular organization of living tissue and, as with the cellular structure in general, the nervous system follows an evolutionarily constrained course in its development.  But the nervous system performs unique functions within the organism.  Among its other activities, it is the nervous system which knows.  
Neurognosis
	The course by which the nervous system comes to know about self and world is a well ordered one from beginning to end.  The neural networks comprising our knowledge and experience have their developmental origin in initial neurognosticThe concept of neurognosis is complex and refers to the essential genetical component producing universal patterns of neural activity, and the experiential and behavioural concomitants of that activity; see Laughlin and d'Aquili (1974: Chapter 5), Laughlin, McManus and d'Aquili (1990: Chapter 2) and d'Aquili et al. (1979: 8ff). structures that are present before, at, or just after birth, and the organization of which is largely genetically determined.  Neonatal perceptual systems, for example, are neurognostically structured to apprehend and explore objects (Burnham 1987, Streri and Spelke 1988).  Another good example of neurognostic structure is the bilateral asymmetry of cerebral functions, apparent in the anatomy of the fetal brain, and producing an alternation between the digital-logical and temporal planning associations attributed to the left hemisphere and the analogue-metaphorical and atemporal gestalt associations attributed to the right hemisphere.  
	The developmental reorganization of these early structures is genetically regulated as well.  Some potential organizations deteriorate, others become active, and still others remain relatively latent and undeveloped (see Changeux 1985, Edelman 1987, Varela 1979).  This selectivity is one reason why there is such remarkable plasticity in cognitive adaptation to the essentially chaotic and evolving nature of the self and the world.See Varela 1979 on "structural coupling," Piaget 1985 on "adequation," Bateson 1979 on "co-evolution," and van der Hammen 1988 on a structuralist account of evolution for consonant views on the co-evolution of the organism and its environment.    There is a great deal of evidence that the relative richness or poverty of the outer operational environment has a determinant effect upon the complexity and growth of neural networks in ontogenesis (Diamond 1988, Renner and Rosenzweig 1987).
Autopoiesis and the Cognized Environment
	The self and its environment are inextricably locked in an intricate dance, forever coupled in an increasingly complex process.  The self alone is a relative abstraction from the matrix of its environment which comes to define itself through the emerging complexity of its own organization.  Its principal attribute is the production and conservation of this self-organization while fulfilling the demands of adaptation to events in its environmental surround.  Such as system is autopoietic, or self-generating.
	We come to understand ourselves and our world in a symbolic way.  We construct models of each through a complex process of neurological transformation.  Models are organizations of neural tissue that grow and become more mature and ramified in their functioning.  From an enormously complex system of such models we erect a cognized environment.  The cognized environment is how we know and experience our self and our world, and yet the system of neurological transformations that mediate the cognized environment is part of the very world within which we are embedded and to which we must adapt in order to survive.  Both the world and our self can be considered transcendental relative to our understanding -- relative to our cognized environment.  The internally constructed models which comprise our cognized environment are to potential reality as maps are to geographical reality.  Each element of our cognized environment and the total organized field of such elements is a symbolic correspondent of many of the forces impinging upon the organism.  The sum total of these forces affecting the cognized environment may be termed the operational environment.We borrowed the concepts of cognized and operational environments from Rappaport (1968), but have changed their meaning substantially from his usage.  For further elaboration of these concepts, see Laughlin and Brady (1978: 6), d'Aquili et al. (1979: 12ff), Rubinstein et al. (1984: 21ff), and Laughlin, McManus and d'Aquili (1990).  The operational environment is composed of both processes external to and affecting the self from without, and processes internal to the organism, as well as interrelations between the two.
	Our cognized environment may thus be considered an organization of neural models, and as such may be understood to be a hierarchically organized symbolic system.  Within this system, networks of models are nested within other networks whose content is composed of symbolic transformations of forces affecting the tissues of the cognized environment.  These transformations have their material reality in neural coordinations, or entrainments,"Entrainment" is a technical term in neurophysiology that means the linking of neural systems into larger configurations by way of dendritic-axonic-synaptic and endocrinological interconnections.  Entrainments may be momentary or enduring.  A change in a pattern of entrainment is termed "re-entrainment." whose initial forms are neurognostic, whose eventual developmental complexity will be variable and whose evocation may be environmentally linked.  What we understand about our world, including ourselves, is the function of a set of entrainments of symbolic models that stabilize in organization while at the same time they operate to differentiate aspects of self and world and adapt to the these aspects.The structure of models is not that of the part of the operational environment being modeled.  Rather, we say that a model is more or less "adaptively isomorphic" with the operational environment (see d'Aquili et al. 1979: 17).  The term implies that models are partially isomorphic to at least the extent required for survival.  "Isomorphic" means that the elements and relations comprising the model are not the same as those of the noumenon being modeled.  And just as there is more to a real airplane than there is to a model airplane, so too is there "transcendentally" more to the noumenon than there is to the model -- unless, of course, it is the network comprising the model that is itself the noumenon.
Intentionality
	The ongoing, moment-by-moment operation of the cognized environment is essentially intentional in organization; that is, neural networks tend to organize themselves about a phenomenal object.  That phenomenal object is also mediated by a neural network and is, for the moment, the central focus of cognitive, affective, metabolic and motor operations for the organism (Neisser 1976: 20ff).  Intentionality derives primarily from a characteristic dialogue between the prefrontal cortex (Fuster 1980, Stuss and Benson 1986) and the sensorial cortex of the human brain (Laughlin 1986, 1988c, 1988d).  Subsidiary structures entrained as a consequence of the dialogue between prefrontal and sensorial processes may be located over a wide expanse of cortical (eg., parietal visual attention structures, right lobe imaginal structures, left lobe language processing structures), subcortical (eg., hippocampal recognition structures, brain stem arousal structures, limbic emotional structures) and endocrinal (eg., hypothalamic and pituitary structures) areas.
	ExperienceWe mean by experience "that which arises before the subject" in consciousness (see Dilthey 1976, Husserl 1977).  This includes perception, thought, imagination, intuition, affect and sensation. is a function of this intentional dialogue, and involves the constitution of a phenomenal world within the sensorium, the latter being a field of neural activity that arises and dissolves in temporally sequential epochs.  These are coordinated with cognitive processes that associate meaning and form in a unitary frame (Laughlin 1988d).  The sensory and the cognitive-intentional aspects of experience are active products of neurological functioning, and are exquisitely ordered in the service of abstract pattern recognition, both in moment-by-moment adult experience (Gibson 1969), and in development from the earliest periods of pre- and perinatal consciousness (Chamberlain in Verny 1987, Laughlin 1990a, Parmalee and Sigman 1983).  The object of experience may be generated both externally via the sensory apparatus of the sensorium, and internally via the imaginal structures of the sensorium.
	The total field of experience arising each moment is mediated by what we call the conscious network, a continuously changing field of neural entrainments that may incorporate (reentrain) any particular network one moment and exclude (disentrain) it the next (Laughlin, McManus and d'Aquili 1990).  Conscious experience is not a simple function that may be located in one place in the brain -- say in the hippocampus or in the frontal lobes.  Rather it is produced by a complex and ever-changing pattern of neural activity occurring over a wide area of cortical and subcortical tissue.
	The intensity of involvement of prefrontal processes is of prime importance in determining the quality of experience whether in waking, trance, dream or other state.  Prefrontal involvement in conscious network may range along a continuum from hypointentionality (weak involvement of prefrontal processes; i.e., somnolence, bored and dulled-out states) at one extreme through intentionality (the normal range of attention and awareness during waking consciousness) to hyperintentionality (intense involvement of prefrontal processes; i.e., meditative/contemplative states, absorption states, lucid dreaming [see below for definition of the latter]) at the other extreme.  Among other factors, the intensity of intentionality will determine the extent of awareness present in waking or dreaming experience; i.e., to what extent self-reflection, recognition, rational comprehension, energetic exploration, exercise of planning, continuity of experience, rational modulation of affect, etc. are present to consciousness.
	The cognized environment is therefore conceived as an "autopoieic" system (Maturana and Varela 1980, Varela 1979). The action or motor component of the cognized environment operates to control what arises within experience so as to fulfil anticipated events within the internal bounds of tolerance, a feedforward process we have termed the empirical modification cycle, or EMC (Laughlin and d'Aquili 1974: 84ff; see also Pribram 1971, Neisser 1976, Arbib 1972, Powers 1973, Gray 1982, and Varela 1979 for consonant views).  This feedforward process is required for learning, and for transformation of models confronting the flux and ultimately incomprehensible complexity of a transcendental world.  
	The developmental interaction between neural models and the operational environment involves selection, growth, entrainment and re-entrainment, and hierarchical organization of initially neurognostic structures.  Neural models become relatively fixed in organization and structure, and thus produce creodes; i.e., become regularized, recursive and predictable in cognitive content and response relative to the intentional object (Waddington 1957; see also Piaget 1971, 1985).  It makes sense, therefore, to speak of an individual's cognized environment and its constituent models as an autopoieic system of creodes adapting to its operational environment.  Culture, on this account, is conceived as socially patterned creodes in individual cognized environments, as well as the social procedures by means of which those creodes are established (Turner 1983).  The more important a particular pattern of entrainment is to a society, the more the society will impose related environmental conditions upon its young.
Neurognosis and Chronobiology
	The functioning of the cognized environment, and indeed of the entire organism, depends upon a daily cycle of temporally structured, recurrent and neurognostic patterns of entrainment.  These patterns of activity are generally called "circadian rhythms" (Halberg 1969, Moore-Ede, Sultzman and Fuller 1982, Gooddy 1988).  The circadian system is characterized by:  (1) creodic subsystems that persist under a variety of external conditions, (2) creodes that exhibit a degree of closedness relative to external stimulation, (3) creodes driven by self-regulated oscillators which are typically (but not inevitably) coupled to each other, and (4) creodes that have the capacity to be entrained by factors in the outer operational environment which exhibit a given periodicity -- these being termed zeitgebers (German for "time-givers").  Zeitgebers are events that drive the system through metabolic or sensory stimulation and that range in form from purely physical cues such as the light-dark cycle and diet to social cues like clock time and social rituals (Regal and Connolly 1980, Zerubavel 1981, 1985).  The effect of changed routines and the application of physical and social zeitgebers may be to either disrupt the circadian system or bring it gradually into phase with external events (Folkard 1983).
	One major circadian rhythm -- and one closely allied to the sleep-wake cycle -- is the core body temperature that has a range of 0.5 degrees Celsius with its lowest point typically in the early hours of the morning (around 03:00 - 05:00 hours).  A pronounced rise in temperature takes place during the early waking hours, typically around 06:00 to 10:00 hours, with a more gentle climb evident for the remainder of the day with a peak in the early evening around 20:00 hours.  Core body temporature and other such rhythms are now known to be mainly due to endogenous, rhythmically operating neuroendocrine systems that may be influenced, but not eliminated by exogenous zeitgebers (Aschoff 1981, Moore-Ede et al. 1982, Suda, Hayaishi and Nakagawa 1979 1979, Wever 1979).  For example, subjects placed in isolation, devoid of all temporal cues, tend to continue to exhibit a daily pattern of somatic functioning with a periodicity of slightly less than 25 hours.  
	The human species evolved as an essentially diurnal primate. That means that our species has developed a cognized environment and related somatic systems naturally oriented to adaptation to the external operational environment during daylight and rest and recuperation during the night.  The core body temperature and the sleep-wake cycle that evolved to function in a diurnal animal can become desynchronized under certain circumstances (Wever 1979, Moore-Ede et al. 1982), and this may lead to distinct adaptive problems such as those faced by shift workers (see Akerstidt 1977, Monk and Folkard 1983, Reinberg, Vieux, Ghata, Chaumont and Laport 1978, Shearer 1982).  It is now well established that the individual in modern society who is exposed to shift work is in a constant state of disruption of his or her internal oscillators such that total adaptation to the demands of shiftwork is probably rare or non-existent (see Lobban and Tredre 1966).  In other words, as diurnal animals, our internal functioning is radically disturbed when forced to become nocturnal (Naitoh 1982, Akerstedt 1982).  
	Among the problems faced by shift workers, none is more dramatic than sleep related deficits (see Kogi 1982, Torii et al. 1982, Foret and Benoit 1977).  There is general agreement among most researchers that shift workers complain most often about sleep disturbances -- primarily about sleep maintenance insomnia (difficulty staying asleep), sleep onset insomnia (difficulty getting to sleep) and shortened total sleep time (Coleman 1986, Harrington 1978).  EEG studies report similar findings (Dahlgren 1981, Matsumoto 1978, Torsvall, Akerstedt and Gillberg 1981).  The reduction of total sleep time appears to be at the expense of stage two N-REM and REM sleep, rather than slow wave sleep (stages 3 and 4) which is not significantly changed. Of interest here is the constant finding of shortened REM onset latencies, indicating that day sleep exhibits the same characteristics as lengthy morning naps or extended sleep with REM predominating and slow wave sleep reemerging (Karacan, Williams, Finley and Hursch 1970, Maron, Rechschaffen and Wolpert 1964, Webb 1982).  In general, the data on sleep disturbances in shift workers concur with the view that sleep stage characteristics and the production of sleep fragmentation are, to a great extent, a function of circadian placement and length of the sleep period (Frese and Harwick 1984, Naitoh 1982, Webb and Agnew 1974).
	The circadian system, including the temporally patterned changes in the cognized environment, represents, then, an internal temporal order co-produced by internal oscillating creodes and by the afferent effects of zeitgebers in the environment.  Numerous authorities have suggested that human well-being depends on the maintenance of this order, and that repeated or long-lasting disturbances in the natural cycle may have detrimental effects upon functioning (see Akerstedt and Torsvall 1978, Aschoff 1978).  We will suggest below that these data indicate quite clearly both the natural function of sleep and dreaming, and the human costs of disrupting that function.  We must first, however, develop a greater appreciation of the symbolic function before returning to the crucial role of cycles in neurocognitive functioning.
	DREAMING AND THE SYMBOLIC FUNCTION
	The biological functions of sleep are multifarious.  Dreaming, as a special case of sleep function, is a natural and integral operation of the cyclical organization of cognition.  The cognized environment maintains its organizational integrity through three coordinating functions or entrainments:
1)  Reciprocal entrainment between the cognized environment and its external operational environment.
2)  Reciprocal entrainments between the overall organization of the cognized environment and that of its constituent creodes.
3)  Reciprocal entrainments among the constituent creodes.
Dreaming has an impact on and role within each of these coordinations.  Its principal role lies with the third of these, coordination among the creodic networks constituting the overall cognized environment, and indirectly with the synchronization between the cognized environment and the operational environment.  These coordinations are accomplished by dreaming within the cyclic functioning of the cognitive system, through a shift in balance of the architecture underlying the sensorium.  
	The architecture underlying the cognized environment is hypothesized to entail ever-changing patterns of entrainment arising within a field of potential entrainments defined by three sets of architectural relations discussed above (Laughlin, McManus and d'Aquili 1990):  hierarchical organization of the neural structures, bilateral asymmetry of cerebral functions, and prefrontal-sensorial intentional polarity.  All three of these sets of relations influence the quality and intensity of intentionality; i.e., the precise arrangement of associations and functions linked to the network operating between the prefrontal processes and the sensorial ones.  All three therefore impact upon the exact relationship between the cognized and operational environments.  The intensity of intentionality is all-important in understanding the function of dreaming.  For example, in hypointentional states in general, and those characteristic of dreaming among most Euroamerican adults:
1)  The hierarchical control relations within the cognized environment would tend to break down and activity would center on more molecular structures, and those lower in the system.
2)  Non-dominant hemispheric cortical functioning would tend to predominate; i.e., emphasis would be on the imaginal, less logical functioning.
3)  The balance of control in prefrontosensorial polarity would tend to shift toward the sensorial cortex and away from the prefrontal cortex.
As a general consequence of these operations, hypointentionality should:
1)  Lead to polysemic attribution of meaning to material experienced in the sensorium.
2)  Emphasize transductive ("lateral," or "paleo") logic which allows logically inconsistent elements or systems of meaning to co-exist and interact.
3)  Allow for metaphorical rather than logical representation of system activities.
4)  Thereby lead to a greater probability of entrainment across networks constituting the cognized environment.
5)  And increase the probability of internal cohesion of the cognized environment while actively adapting to the operational environment.
	It is our contention that this process of structural transformation is exactly reflected by what most Euroamericans experience as dreaming.  The typical Euroamerican dreaming experience is often characterized by poor recall during the waking state and among dream states, lack of thematic continuity between dream states (although this may be influenced during recall by interpretation), little or no control of dream themes or the exercise of planning between scenes.  Dreaming is usually (but not always) free-wheeling and scattered in content, and in terms of exercise of will, the dream-ego is relatively passive (Hunt 1989).  However, individuals who routinely experience lucid dreams (associated with more intense intentionality) may upon occasion also experience dreams that are relatively fragmented in content and subjectively passive (Deborah Hillman, personal communication).
	The adaptive functions of dreaming in this hypointentional sense are two-fold:  (1)  Dreaming primarily aids conservation and stability of the cognized environment by providing the means by which contradictory models may be assimilated to each other and entrained in a medium relatively free of logical constraints.  (2)  Dreaming secondarily aids in expansion and development of the cognized environment by introducing new information, including previously contradictory information, to awareness by weaving that information into a greater fabric of entrainments arising within the three sets of relations discussed above.
	As suggested by our discussion of chronobiology, this set of functions of dreaming is seen as part of a more general cycle of functioning that is described by periodic fluctuations in patterns of entrainment constituting the cognized environment.  This fluctuation of neural processing and entrainment ranges from: (1) orientation toward adaptation to the external operational environment characterized by entrainments incorporating relatively higher intentionality, hierarchical control, dominant hemisphere logical faculties, etc., to (2) orientation toward the demands of internal coordination incorporating relatively lower intentionality, hierarchical control, non-dominant hemisphere imaginal faculties, etc.  Intermediate states ranging between these poles would include such such states as relaxation, fantasy ("day dreaming") and play (see Laughlin and McManus 1982 on the functions of play).  
Penetration and the Symbolic Function
	The development and activity of the cognized environment is thoroughly symbolic in nature.  The symbolic function refers to the relationship between the sensorial object and the cognitive, neuroendocrinal and other somatic processes organized about the object.	The biogenetic structuralist group has considered numerous issues relevant to the study of the symbolic function, including masquerade (Webber, Stephens and Laughlin 1983, Young-Laughlin and Laughlin 1988), the evolution of brain and symbol (Laughlin, McManus and Stephens 1981), ritual (d'Aquili 1983, d'Aquili and Laughlin 1975, d'Aquili, Laughlin and McManus 1979, Laughlin 1990c), myth and language (Laughlin and Stephens 1980), exchange (Laughlin 1988a), play (Laughlin and McManus 1982), technology (Laughlin and Lepage 1990), phenomenology (Laughlin 1988c, 1988d, Laughlin 1990b, Laughlin, McManus and d'Aquili 1990) and transpersonal experience (d'Aquili 1982, Laughlin, Chetelat and Sekar 1985, Laughlin, McManus and Webber 1984, Laughlin 1988b, Laughlin, McManus and Shearer 1983, Laughlin et al. 1986, MacDonald et al. 1988).  The symbolic function of the nervous system is that by which the whole network of models mediating the "meaning" of an object is penetrated by (i.e., becomes entrained to) the model mediating the sensory or imaginal object.  The object, whether anticipated, imagined or actual, is mediated by a network of cells that provides a partial meaning.   The object is often referred to as a "symbol" when discussed in this context.  The cognitive associations penetrated and intended upon the object -- that is, the perceptual, conceptual, imaginal, affective, arousal, metabolic and motor networks that become configurationally entrained to the network formed between the prefrontal "subject" and the sensorial "object" -- function to extend and elaborate the meaning of the object-as-symbol for the subject.  
Homeomorphogenesis
	These multiple, often complex entrainments tend (during development or enculturation) to form an intentional creodeThe enculturative process of developing meaning intended upon an object we have termed semiosis (see Laughlin and Stephens 1980: 332). with the object being alternatively its evocator (the object arises first and penetrates to its "meaning"), its fulfilment (the "meaning" goes looking for the object to complete itself) and its expression (the "meaning" uses the object to communicate itself).  The communicative interaction between the various neurophysiological and other somatic systems that become entrained within the creode we term homeomorphogenesis.The term homeomorphogenesis is a neologism we felt was required to focus analytical attention upon the communicative relationship between tissues in the body.  The term combines the concept of morphogenesis that has currency in some biological formulations (see e.g., Sheldrake 1981) and the root homeo (as in "homeomorphic," meaning similar form or structure) to denote causally linked transformations of an isomorphic, but not the same kind in two or more subsystems.  For example, neuroendocrine systems may communicate unconscious biochemical transductions to cortical imaginal systems, the activity of which the individual may experience (or become aware of) in dream, trance or fantasy.  In turn, as new research in psychneuroimmunology has shown (Ader 1980), concentration upon imagery may homeomorphogenically produce neuroimmunological transductions at the site of lesions, or produce enhanced production of endorphins to relieve pain (Prince 1982).
	All of which applies directly to the function of dreaming, for dreaming is a thoroughly symbolic activity.  Dreaming is a process which is neurological in nature and symbolic in cognitive content.  Dream objects are symbolic elements that are associated with multiple, polysemic cognitive associations much like a toy magnet held under a piece of paper may become the nexus of iron filings sprinkled on the paper.  But in this case (and stretching the metaphor a bit), the iron filings may as easily fulfil themselves by producing and moving the magnet, as the magnet may evoke the iron filings.  The activity of the iron filings may represent the ongoing neurological and somatic activities during sleep and the movements of the magnets the symbolic elements that comprise dreaming.  The autopoietic dictate of self-conservation and self-generation pertain across the board and dreaming may be understood as a structured set of subprocesses which carry out an important and natural role in that more general process.
CYCLES OF CONSCIOUSNESS
	One of the salient characteristics of the cognized environment is that it is experienced as a flow of recurring realities.  The pattern of entrainments that mediate the cognized environment tend to cycle in a circadian manner, regulated by internal oscillators in interaction with external zeitgebers.  Each moment of consciousness is a fresh re-entrainment of the conscious network that is constrained to the general limits of the circadian cycle and that may be experienced as anything from a continuity to a radical transformation relative to the moments that have gone before.  Because the shifting entrainment of the conscious network manifests recurrent, gross temporal patterns, we may experience "chunks" of the cognized environment which we recognize as distinct.  The circadian cycle of re-entrainment of the conscious network is neurognostically structured to address the dual demands of adaptation to the external operational environment and the organization of internal subsystems.  This bipolarity relates both to the function of dreaming and to the stress (such as experienced by shift workers) that is produced by cultural interference with the natural alternation between external adaptive processing and internal adaptive processing.  Phases and Warps of Consciousness
	Experience, as we have said, is constituted within the intentional dialogue between the prefrontal processes and sensorial processes of the brain.  The total field of this dialogue is the conscious network, and awareness of bits of experience is a principle component of this field.  Because the definitive characteristic of awareness is recollection, remembering, or recognition of patterns in experience, awareness tacitly refers to a role played by knowledge in the constitution of experience.  Furthermore, since the recursive quality of experience forms detectable patterns, and may thus be cognized as such, reflexive knowledge about consciousness itself involves knowledge of experiential episodes.  If an episode is perceived as a salient unit, then it may be cognized as distinct from other episodes, and perhaps labelled: for example, I am "awake," "stoned," "depressed," "dreaming," "angry," "out of my body," etc.  These cognized episodes of experience, and their mediating neurocognitive entrainments, are called phases of consciousness.  The points of experiential and neurophysiological transformation between phases are called warps of consciousness (Laughlin, McManus, Rubinstein and Shearer 1986).
	We hypothesize that phases of consciousness cycle on a circadian basis as a neurognostic alternation between those phases structured to optimally promote adaptation to the external operational environment (we call these "being awake" in our culture) and those phases designed to optimally promote adaptation, to each other, of subsystems within the internal operational environment (we call these "being asleep").  The intentionality (prefrontal-sensorial dialogue) of consciousness alternates between that configured about objects and relations in the external operational environment, and that configured about objects-as-symbols of internal accomodation.
Phase Attributes
	Within the normal range of human consciousness, phases are rarely if ever recognized by their formal properties (e.g., structural complexity, predominant logical principles), however efficacious those properties may be in producing the phase.  Furthermore, phases are never identified by the full complement of ever-changing information passing through the sensorium.  Rather, phases are commonly defined upon a small set of recurrent phase attributes that are recognized within the far greater set of available attributes.  There are innumerable attributes of the experience of dreaming that could define a dream phase; yet, for example, in many cultures such as the Pukapuka (Beaglehole and Beaglehole 1938: 307) the dream phase is interpreted as the period of the day during which the soul may move about in the world independent of the body and converse with rocks and spiders and other objects.  Tibetan yogis, on the other hand, interpret the dream phase as illusory phenomena reflected in the mirror of the mind (Chang 1963).  Of course, as we shall see, dream phases may be ignored and remain relatively ill defined as phases.
	Phase attributes may be bodily sensations ("I am hungry," "I hurt here"), feelings ("I am angry"), sensory cues ("I am listening to music," "I am watching TV"), or activities ("I am jogging").  They may also involve characteristic relations among perceived objects ("I dreamed I was swimming at the bottom of the ocean").  Phases may be defined as well upon qualities of thought: my thoughts are "discursive'" "scattered," "profound," "lucid," or "clever."  The important point to remember is that societies typically define and socialize a set of possible phases of consciousness for their members who are socialized to recognize the appropriate attributes as definitive of their own and others' states of mind (see Tart 1975).  This conditioned recognition sets boundaries for culture members upon the range of entrainments occurring during the cycle of consciousness.  Part of the process of limiting the range of phases is by way of conditioning attention, thus culturally controlling the intentional processes.  
Warps and Rituals
	In order to understand the role of phases in consciousness, it is necessary to appreciate the vital importance of warps in producing and controlling phases.  Although a phase is a discrete, cognized strip of unfolding experience dominating the sensorium, a warp has a causal influence upon the organization of the phase succeeding it, and a causal influence upon the cessation of the phase preceding it.  A warp is a minuscule neurophysiological version of Victor Turner's (1979) liminality:  an event standing between two cognized strips of experience (see also Gennep 1960).  A liminal event is a sort of ritual/symbolic doorway or threshold (e.g., a rite of passage) between statuses.  As a social activity, a liminal event may be much longer than a warp, but it is similar in being essentially anti-structural and transformational in function.  The warp is disentraining in nature, and is characterized by organizational chaos relative to the order of phases.  For example, if one is "happy" one moment and "sad" the next, then somewhere between these two phases is a warp which involves the cessation of the happy phase and which produces the sad phase.  
	The liminal aspect of the warp metaphorically implies a kind of door or threshold through which the stream of consciousness must pass when it "leaves" one phase behind and "enters" another phase.  There are three things to remember about warps:  (1) Warps are typically short in duration and consist of rapid neural re-entrainment of the conscious network, or some subsystem thereof; (2) while warps exhibit structural properties, most people are not aware of warps, but only of phases; and (3) warps may be induced by a large variety of drivers originating both internally and externally.  It is apparent that if control of phases of consciousness is to be exercised by the individual or the society, the control must be especially exerted over warps and their driving mechanisms.
	In other words, control must be exercised over the properties of consciousness about which the individual is typically least aware.  Directing the intentional processes to the warps will often transform warps into phases, which will have the effect of transforming the organization and experiential properties of subsequent phases (see Tibetan dream yoga below).  Moreover, ritualization of dream-related warps and "incubation" of dream content is a common feature in cultures that consider incorporating knowledge about and "power" from the dream experience important to healthy life (see O'Nell 1976, Halifax 1979, Grunebaum and Caillois 1966, Tedlock 1987a, Hillman 1987, Laughlin, McManus and d'Aquili 1990).  
	It is thus no coincidence that when control of alternative phases of consciousness is deemed salient and necessary, societies construct rituals -- patterned activities replete with a variety of drivers (chanting, drumming, flickering lights, meditation objects, mnemonics, etc.) -- and place them precisely at the warps (Turner 1979, Gennep 1960, Eliade 1964, Grimes 1982, McManus in d'Aquili et al. 1979).  By focusing the intentional processes upon culturally salient symbols, individual neurocognitive, affective, motor and perceptual systems may be penetrated and re-entrained relative to socially desired goals (Laughlin 1990c, Laughlin, McManus, Rubinstein and Shearer 1986).  And, as we shall see, such goals may involve integration of waking and dream consciousness.
Cross-Phasing
	We have used the "flow" or "stream" of consciousness very loosely.  While sensory experiences appear to flow through consciousness, they are actually produced by the moment-by-moment re-entrainment of the networks comprising the conscious network.  The transfer of information across warps does not really involve the movement of something from "here" to "there," but rather requires a minimal re-entrainment of the networks mediating that information to the conscious network (see Varela 1979).  This transfer of continuity in the entrainments across warps we call cross-phasing (Shearer et al. 1979, Laughlin, McManus, Rubinstein and Shearer 1986: 120).  This is literally what we mean when we say we re-member a dream; there is some continuity of entrainment of conscious network between the dream phase and the waking phase.  Some degree of cross-phasing is a necessary, though not a sufficient, condition for integration within polyphasic consciousness (i.e., consciousness characterized by a multi-phasic concept of self and world).  
	Cross-phasing, of course, may be blocked, or inhibited.  The individual, or the whole social group for that matter, may be conditioned such that a minimal re-entrainment of neurocognitive systems does not occur across the warp.  In that event, re-entrainment of the succeeding phase is insufficient for information pertaining to the preceding phase to be available to consciousness.  This amounts to a conditioned amnesia in one phase of consciousness about what has happened in another phase of consciousness.  For example, data on possession cults cross-culturally suggest that in some cultures such amnesia occurs between the possession state and the normal waking state (Bourguignon 1976).  And more to the point, in some societies, such as our own, where dream recall in waking consciousness is discouraged or ignored as irrelevant to waking ego (Ullman 1979, 1982), effective cross-phasing is blocked and consciousness becomes conditioned into a state of monophasia (consciousness characterized by a concept of self and world generated from information gained largely from a single phase).  It is imortant to recognize that the enculturation of consciousness into monophasia or degrees of polyphasia is never fortuitous, but is a lawful consequence of how a society's culture is oriented vis-a-vis the inherent, neurognostic cycles of neurocognitive functioning (see e.g., Hillman n.d.).
	TYPES OF CULTURES RELATIVE TO DREAMING
	Armed with both the chronobiological view of the cycles of conscious network entrainment, and the theory of cross-phasing, it is theoretically possible to align societies on a continuum defined by the extent to which they (1) rely upon polyphasic entrainment in their cultural view of the ego, or self-concept, and the world, or (2) encourage individual members via ritual to explore polyphasic experiences.  For the sake of discussion, we can simplify this continuum by dividing it into four somewhat arbitrary types of culture and apply it to our analysis of the function of dreaming at the level of culture.  We may thus speak of four types of culture relative to dreaming as follows:
	1. Monophasic Cultures.  Monophasic cultures are those that tend to value experiences occurring only in "normal" waking phases.  These are cultures that effectively give credence to only those phases of consciousness that lie at the external adaptation pole of the circadian cycle.  Exploration of dream and other alternative phases is typically proscribed, disparaged, or simply not socially facilitated in development.  Blocked cross-phasing is common in such cultures, especially when the group socializes members into a chronically stressful lifestyle.  Institutional measures (such as schooling, religious training, family enculturation) may be taken to creodically limit the range of conscious network entrainments to only those having "practical" application in the "real" world.  Individuals giving undue credence to dreams and other alternative phases may be labelled "abnormal," "crazy," "deviant," "pathological," "a sorcerer," or "extraordinary."  This type of dream culture is associated with a materialist world view.  
	Mainstream North American culture offers an example of monophasic culture, although there now exist movements that encourage the exploration of dreaming and the inclusion of dream experiences into a broader sense of self (Hillman 1987, Tedlock 1987b:8-12).
	2.  Minimally Polyphasic Cultures.  Minimally polyphasic cultures are those that seem primarily oriented toward waking phases, but that also give (often great) credence to the exploration of dreaming and other alternative phases.  Exploration of dreaming may be institutionally encouraged via ritual, and emphasis is placed upon the proper interpretation of dream symbolism in terms comprehensible to the waking ego and within the context of the society's world view.  The society may espouse a cosmology that gives meaning to dreaming and there may be dream specialists (or oneirocritics) that offer socially appropriate interpretations of dream experiences in strict accordance with the cosmology.  There is little recognition of "flying" shamans and dream trips to multiple realities.  Shamans, where they exist, are recognized for practical purposes such as healing, dream interpretation, divination, etc.
	Dreams among Moroccans (Kilborne 1974) are frequently interpreted by oneirocritics in such a way that they become "culturized" and socially appropriate to the interpreter.  A similar pattern is apparent among the Mae Enga of New Guinea (Meggitt 1962) where oneirocritics interpret dreams more in terms of the social situation of the dreamer than the literal content of the dream.
		3.  Fully Polyphasic Cultures.  Fully polyphasic cultures are those whose cosmologies recognize multiple levels of reality, some or all of which may be explored via dreaming.  All, or a portion, of the society's members are guided into dream experiences by way of ritual and instruction, perhaps under the aegis of a shaman or master adept.  Extreme measures may be taken to produce alternative phases of consciousness, including what we in our culture would label "lucid dreaming."  Among these are formal meditation techniques, ingesting of psychotropic drugs, ordeals, fasting, pilgrimage to sacred places, etc.  Transpersonal experiences in dream and other phases are encouraged, actively sought, and highly valued.  The dream-world or trance-world may well be valued more highly than the "mundane' world of "normal" waking consciousness.  There are often a few individuals recognized as especially adept at entering "supramundane" realities and manipulating the "power" derived from such journeys for the benefit or detriment of others.  This type of society tends to be non-materialistic in its cosmology, and although interpretation of dream experiences may be in cosmological terms, there is little emphasis upon interpretation in waking ego terms; that is, experiences had in dream phases are fully meaningful as they occur.  
	According to Kracke (1979, 1987), everybody shares their dreams among the Kagwahiv of Brazil.  Everyone may interact with supernatural beings, commune with a loved one and divine the future while dreaming.  Moreover, shamans may actually influence future events while dreaming, as well as seek the aid of supernatural beings in healing and aid in the birth of a future shaman.  The same pattern appears among the Kalapalo of Brazil (Basso 1987:88) who conceive of dreaming as a state of wandering of the dreambody and participation in events that inform the people of aspects of their self.  Occasionally beings visit the dreamer and are the source of power and the ability to alter events, and may lead to the dreamer becoming a shaman.  Because the real world of spiritual forces is normally invisible in waking life, the Jivaro of Ecuador facilitate the encounter with supernatural souls with psychotropic drugs (Harner 1973) and then achieve union with the souls in a dream (Harner 1962:261).
	4.  Transcendental Polyphasic Cultures.  These are cultures that are both fully polyphasic as just described, and that believe that exploration of dreaming and other alternative phases is a route to the realization of an ultimate Transcendental Experience (e.g., union with a godhead, experience of the essence of mind, void consciousness, enlightenment, etc.).  Exploration of the dream phases is not an end in itself, but rather a means to attaining an experience of that which is beyond, and perhaps the source of, phenomenal reality.  Individuals who have attained the Transcendental Experience are held in high status as the greatest healers, guides, leaders, sages and teachers -- individuals who are wise relative to ultimate truth.
	Tibetan dream yogis are taught to become aware of, open up and control the hypnagogic warp between the waking phase and the sleep phase, and the hypnopompic warp between the sleep phase and the waking phase (Chang 1963).  Awareness eventually transforms these warps into phenomenological phases that can be sustained for lenthy periods of time.  The yogi is taught to transform his or her body into the form of their principal diety and to enter the hypnogogic and subsequent dream phases as the diety.  This proceedure involves the maintenance of an extraordinary degree of concentration and awareness throughout the dream phases (see also Laughlin, McManus and Shearer 1983).
CONCLUSIONS
	In summary then, biogenetic structural theory holds (with Roffwarg et al. 1966, Robson 1988, and others) that the function of dreaming is essentially developmental.  We have seen that the primary task of the higher brain centers is to construct a cognized environment from the nascent, neurognostic structures of the pre- and perinatal nervous system.  The cognized environment is a vast system of models pertaining to the "real world," or operational environment, including him or herself as an organism.  These models may be entrained to conscious network to produce our moment-by-moment flow of experience.  The models mediating experience operate within the field of associations entrained in the dialogue between the prefrontal intentional processes and the sensorial processes, and become routinized in organization (form creodes) within cyclically recurring patterns of entrainment.  These gross and recurring patterns of entrainment are recognized by their recurrent attributes, and are usually cognized as rucurrent by the individual, generally during enculturation by his or her society, and are experienced as phases of consciousness.  Because our species has evolved as a diurnal primate, phases of consciousness tend to take on a daily, or circadian rhythm of recurrence that alternates between those specialized to encounter and cognize events in the outer operational environment (we call these "being awake" in our culture) and those specialized to establish a transformative, reorganizational and homeomorphogenic interaction between models and other somatic processes (we call this "being asleep" in our culture).
	Although the biological functions of sleep are manifold (Hobson 1988), the function of dreaming itself may be seen as the symbolic fulfilment or evocation within the sensorium of transformative processes occurring in the main outside the bounds of conscious network.  The feedback relations (homeomorphogenesis) between the symbolic play of dreaming and extra-sensorial somatic processes is potentially a reciprocal one.  But just how passive or active conscious network will be in intending the sensorial play will vary from dream to dream, from individual to individual, and from society to society.  
	The extent of awareness within dream phases varies enormously, and is the single most important variable in determining both (1) understanding in and of the dream, (2) and the locus of control of dream content.  If awareness is hypointentional (weak involvement of prefrontal processes in conscious network), then the locus of control of dream experiences will lay with somatic processes largely outside the boundaries of conscious network.  On the other extreme, if awareness is intentional (within the "normal" range of waking involvement of prefrontal processes in the conscious network mediating dreaming), then control of the dream experience may (but not necessarily) shift to conscious network.  And, of course, entrainments mediating dreaming may range on a continuum of prefrontal involvement between these extremes.  
	In other words, hypointentional entrainment in a dream phase will produce little awareness, and the content may be relatively dull, unclear, confusing, perhaps producing little cross-phase influence or memory in a subsequent phase of consciousness.  Increased intentionality will tend to produce the opposite experience, characterized by vividness of sensory content, active awareness of theme and continuity, lucidity (i.e., awareness of dreaming while within the dream), comprehension of meaning and perhaps active involvement of the "dream ego" in controlling the the dream content.  Hyperintentionality (intense involvement of prefrontal processes) during dreaming may, for example, lead to the portalling experience (MacDonald, Cove, Laughlin and McManus 1989) in which intense concentration upon some element of a scene produces a "doorway" that "opens up" into an entirely different scene, a very common experience among meditators and dream yogis.  Under hyperintentional entrainment, the dream ego ceases to be a passive point of view in the dream and becomes an active, questing locus of control (see Hillman 1987, LaBerge 1981) that may facilitate the capacity for advanced exploration of one's own unconscious processes (Malamud 1979).
	The role of culture is enormous in preparing the individual to participate in and interpret experiences in multiple phases of consciousness (see e.g., Eggan 1955 on the Hopi).  We have suggested that cultures may lie on a continuum from those tending to produce a monophasic orientation toward alternative phases to those that encourage transcendental exploration via alternative phases.  Materialistic cultures tend to enculturate monophasic egos; that is, self-concepts informed primarily from memories accrued during waking phases of consciousness.  Even when dream phases are not ignored as a source of experience, dreams are considered more like symbolic puzzles that must be decoded in terms comprehensible to the waking ego, than as experiences that are meaningful in their own right (James Hillman 1979).  By contrast, more spiritually inclined cultures tend to enculturate polyphasic egos; i.e., those characterized by self-concepts informed from a variety of alternative phases of consciousness, including dream phases.  In cultures that have developed advanced dream exploration as a means of verifying and vivifying their cosmology, experiences in the dream phase are meaningful to a polyphasic ego from within the dream itself, and may not require later interpretation in the waking phase for comprehension and integration into the ego complex.
	We are not saying that dream phases function as a dialogue between, and reorganization of, internal systems only in polyphasic individuals and cultures.  Rather, dream phases operate to reorganize internal systems whether or not the ego is polyphasic.  The question is to what extent there is participation by higher cortical processes in all phases of consciousness.  If there exists a severe discrepancy between the complexity of organization of conscious network in the waking phases, and the complexity of organization of conscious network in the dream phases, then to that extent there will exist a fragmentation in the being between knowledge and intentionality about the external world, and knowledge and intentionality about the inner world.  Moreover, as we have suggested for shift workers, the predominant orientation of intentionality toward external adaptation may actually produce stress-related deficits in the internal adaptation of somatic systems to each other.  Adequate conditions for sleep and dreaming appear to be a requirement for basic health, and involvement of ego in the polyphasic unfolding of experience is probably a requirement for optimal health, and certainly for advanced spiritual development.
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